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Abstract: PDBsum is a web server providing structural information on the entries in the Protein

Data Bank (PDB). The analyses are primarily image-based and include protein secondary structure,

protein-ligand and protein-DNA interactions, PROCHECK analyses of structural quality, and many
others. The 3D structures can be viewed interactively in RasMol, PyMOL, and a JavaScript viewer

called 3Dmol.js. Users can upload their own PDB files and obtain a set of password-protected

PDBsum analyses for each. The server is freely accessible to all at: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum.
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Introduction

Between the inception of the Protein Data Bank1

(PDB) in 1971, and the emergence of the World

Wide Web (WWW) in the early 1990s, the analysis of

protein structures was a rather cumbersome busi-

ness. The data for each experimentally determined

structural model were available as text files depos-

ited by the experimentalists. Viewing the structures

was not a problem, as there were a number of molec-

ular graphics viewers available at the time. How-

ever, finding entries of interest, or getting an idea of

what was in the PDB, was far trickier and involved

the nontrivial task of parsing the free-form text of

the PDB header records. As the numbers of struc-

tures grew, this became an increasingly unwieldy

process, repeated in labs all over the world.

PDBsum2 was among the early web servers to

take advantage of the new WWW technology by cre-

ating a catalog of the structural information in the

PDB. It was developed at University College London

(UCL) in 1995, and aimed to provide a largely picto-

rial compendium of the proteins and their complexes

Summary: PDBsum is an atlas of proteins for which a 3D
structural model has been obtained by experiment. For each, it
provides a number of schematic diagrams to visualize different
aspects of the protein molecule(s) in the structure, together with
the molecules they interact with (e.g., bound ligands or RNA/
DNA).
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in the PDB. The illustrations included many struc-

tural analyses not available elsewhere. The other

early servers included PDBBrowse,3 created by the

curators of the PDB archive, which had a good

search facility but which presented its results in

text form only, with no pictures. The Swiss-3Dimage

collection4 and the IMB Jena Image Library of Bio-

logical Macromolecules5 focused on beautiful images

of protein structures, while other databases special-

ized in particular aspects of structure—such as the

fold classification systems of SCOP6 and CATH.7

The development of PDBsum continued at UCL8

until its transfer to the European Bioinformatics

Institute (EBI) in 2001. Further improvements and

additions have been made since then.9–11 Of course,

the other servers have improved markedly also. The

most powerful are run by two of the members of the

wwPDB12—the consortium that currently runs the

PDB archive. These are: the Research Collaboratory

for Structural Bioinformatics13 (RCSB) with its

server at http://www.rcsb.org,14 and PDB Europe

(PDBe) with its server at https://www.ebi.ac.uk/

pdbe.15 Both offer a comprehensive and detailed cov-

erage of all PDB entries together with some power-

ful resources for structural analysis.

Here, we focus on PDBsum, describing its main fea-

tures and principal differences from the other servers.

Features
Figures 1–3 illustrate some of the pictorial analyses

presented in PDBsum. The example given is for PDB

entry 5trd, a riboflavin kinase from Thermoplasma

acidophilum, solved by X-ray crystallography at 1.85Å

resolution in 2016.16 The majority of the analyses use

software developed in the Thornton Group over the

past 25 years, initially at UCL and then at EBI.

Pictorial overviews
Figure 1(A) shows the thumbnail view of the 5trd

entry as given on the entry’s PDBsum page. Previ-

ously the images were static ones, generated using

the PyMOL molecular graphics program,17 but have

recently been replaced by a JavaScript molecular

viewer called 3Dmol.js,18 developed at the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. The thumbnail

can be rotated and zoomed for a better view. There

are also options to view the rendered structure in

other molecular viewers: RasMol,19 Jmol,20 PyMOL,

Strap,21 and a pop-up version of the 3Dmol.js

viewer.

Figure 1(B,C) show two other views of the 3D

structure. The first [Fig. 1(B)] depicts surface clefts

as solid colored regions. PDBsum uses the SURF-

NET program22 to calculate cleft regions, coloring

them according to their relative volume. The largest

cleft is colored red, and often turns out to be the pro-

tein’s binding site.23 This automatically generated

image only gives a rough idea of the sizes and loca-

tions of the clefts. A better depiction can be obtained

using the RasMol or Jmol options on the Clefts page

to get an interactive version of the structure and its

clefts.

The image in Figure 1(C) is a structural super-

position of the 5trd protein with one of its homologs

in the PDB. Related proteins can be found using the

Sequences Annotated by Structure24 (SAS) server,

either via the SAS links in PDBsum [e.g., the SAS

icon in Fig. 1(D)], or by going directly to the server

at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/sas.

SAS uses FASTA25 to perform a sequence search of

the protein’s sequence against all those in the PDB,

returning an alignment annotated by structural fea-

tures (such as residues involved in ligand binding,

Figure 1. Some PDBsum analyses for PDB entry 5trd—a riboflavin kinase from Thermoplasma acidophilum. (A) Thumbnail

image of the structure, as shown using 3Dmol.js on the entry’s PDBsum page; (B) clefts in the structure, shown here as solid

surfaces colored according to volume, with the largest shown in red; (C) 3D superposition based on a SAS sequence alignment

between the 5trd protein, in purple, and, in orange, 2vbs, a partial structure comprising the first domain of riboflavin kinase

from Methanocaldococcus jannaschii; d. domain representation of the 5trd protein, with the small purple wiring diagram

underneath representing the protein’s structural coverage, and the various icons above it leading to further analyses, as

described in the main text.
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residue similarity, etc). The matched PDB entries

can be superposed and viewed in RasMol or Jmol, as

in Figure 1(C).

Protein domains

Most proteins comprise one or more domains,

defined either in terms of sequence, as is done by

Figure 2. PDBsum’s interaction plots for PDB entry 5trd. (A) Plot of hydrogen bonds (blue lines), nonbonded contacts (orange

tick-marks), and salt bridges (red lines) between residues on either side of the protein-protein interface; (B) LIGPLOT diagram

showing the protein residues that interact with the CTP (cytidine-50-triphosphate) ligand, with hydrogen bonds shown by the

green dashed lines and nonbonded contacts by the brown rays, and; (C) as in (B), but for residues interacting with the bound

sodium ion; (D) NUCPLOT diagram of protein-DNA interactions, with H-bonds as blue dashed lines and nonbonded contacts as

brown dashed lines.

Figure 3. More PDBsum analyses for PDB entry 5trd. (A) Schematic “wiring diagram” of the protein’s secondary structure—

including strands (pink arrows), helices (purple springs), and other motifs in red (e.g., b-hairpins, g-turns, etc); (B) schematic

diagram illustrating the protein’s topology in terms of how the b-strands (pink arrows) are arranged into b-sheets, and the

relative disposition of the a-helices (red cylinders); (C) Ramachandran plot from PROCHECK showing the distribution of the

protein’s main chain u-w torsion angles (blue squares) relative to the “core” (red) and “allowed” (brown) regions, with residues

falling in the “generously allowed” (dark yellow) and “disallowed” (pale yellow) regions plotted as red squares and labeled; (D)

enzyme reaction diagram for E.C. 2.7.1.161 showing the reactants and products involved. The substrate molecule, CTP, is

highlighted in red as it is present in the 5trd structure; (E) ArchSchema network of related domain architectures, the enlarged,

gray box representing the two-domain architecture of 5trd (green and red boxes), and the other architectures featuring either

the green or red domains.
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Pfam,26 or structure, as is done by CATH27 and

SCOP.28 The combination of a protein’s domains is

its “domain architecture”, with some architectures

being particularly common while others are rare.

PDBsum shows both the Pfam [Fig. 1(D)] and CATH

domains, where known. The protein in the 5trd

entry contains two Pfam domains: one belonging to

the MarR family (involved in DNA-binding, shown

in green), and the other a CTP-dependent riboflavin

kinase domain (red). Clicking either of these takes

you to a list of other proteins in the PDB containing

that domain. The small domain diagram [Fig. 1(D)],

found on the PDB entry’s home page, also shows a

miniature version (in purple) of the secondary struc-

ture diagram of Figure 3(A). This provides an idea

of the “structural coverage” of the PDB entry—that

is, how much of the protein sequence is actually rep-

resented by the 3D structure. In many cases, only a

part of the protein can be structurally characterized,

perhaps just a single domain. Clicking on the orange

“1” icon, just above the domain diagram in Figure

1(D), lists all other PDB entries for the same

protein. Sometimes this can let you find a more

complete structure if the entry you are looking at is

only a partial one.

Interactions

Figure 2(A–C) show a protein-protein, protein-

ligand, and protein-metal interaction diagram for

entry 5trd, respectively. These are generated using

the HBPLUS29 and LIGPLOT30 programs. The

protein-DNA plot in Figure 2(D) is created with

NUCPLOT.31 In each plot, the interactions shown

are hydrogens bonds and nonbonded contacts.

Secondary structure

The protein’s secondary structure assignments and

topology diagram [Fig. 3(A,B)] are computed using

PROMOTIF32 and HERA,33 respectively. Additional

plots, not shown in this figure, depict other structural

motifs computed by PROMOTIF, such as b- and

g-turns, b-hairpins and b-bulges.

PROCHECK analysis
PDBsum also includes a full PROCHECK34 assess-

ment of each protein’s geometry, highlighting

regions that are in some way unusual (and possibly

wrong). The Ramachandran plot [Fig. 3(C)], for

example, can quickly indicate how many of the

structure’s residues lie in “disallowed” conforma-

tions, thus providing an idea of its overall quality.

Enzyme reaction
If the protein is an enzyme, as is the case for entry

5trd, a reaction diagram is shown [Fig. 3(D)] as

obtained from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and

Genomes35 (KEGG). The diagram shows the reac-

tant molecules operated on by the enzyme and the

resultant products. If any of the molecules corre-

sponds to one of the ligands bound to the protein

structure they are highlighted by a red box. In Fig-

ure 3(D), the CTP reactant molecule (cytidine-50-

triphosphate) is boxed in red, indicating this

molecule is present in the 5trd structure. Where the

ligand is not an exact match, but is similar to one of

the reaction molecules, the molecule is enclosed by a

blue box and a similarity score reported.

Domain architecture
As mentioned above, the 5trd protein has a domain

architecture comprising two Pfam domains. Figure 3(E)

shows a network of related architectures, each contain-

ing one or other of these two domains, either on their

own or in combinations with others. The plot is a

dynamic one, generated by the ArchSchema36 program.

The enlarged node just above the center in Figure 3(E)

represents the architecture of the 5trd protein, with the

green and red boxes corresponding to its two domains.

To the left are architectures involving the green MarR

domain, and to the right are those containing the red

kinase domain. Three types of satellite nodes can be

added to the diagram. The first type represent proteins

in UniProt37 having the particular domain architecture,

the second type are PDB entries, and the third are

enzyme classes.

Other analyses
Other analyses performed by PDBsum, but not shown

in Figures 1–3, include calculation of protein pores

and tunnels by the Mole 2.0 program,38 and validation

of any bound ligands by MotiveValidator.39 The latter

checks ligand molecules for completeness, atom nam-

ing discrepancies, and chirality issues, linking to Vali-

datorDB40 for interactive viewing of possible errors.

Data download
Although the majority of the PDBsum analyses are

pictorial, it is straightforward to access the raw data

for further analysis if required. All data are stored in

simple text files that can be accessed over the web

using a utility such as wget. PDBsum’s documentation

describes some of these files, but further information

can be requested from the authors. PDBsum has a

Downloads page where some of the information across

the entire database can be downloaded (e.g., ligands,

E.C. numbers, and so on).

User-submitted structures
Users can upload their own structures for analysis

via the Generate link on the PDBsum home page. A

unique PDB code and password are e-mailed when

the analyses are complete, giving access to a set of

PDBsum pages with all the features described

above. This may be particularly useful for newly

solved structural models, prior to their submission

to the PDB, or for analysis of a homology built
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model or docked complex. The uploaded file must be

in correct PDB format. For space reasons, the

results are deleted after roughly 3 months.

Shortcomings
One current problem with PDBsum is that its pro-

grams, many of which were written many years ago,

can only handle PDB-format files. Some of the

newer, very large structures deposited in the PDB,

such as complete ribosomes, are beyond the capabil-

ity of the old file format and so cannot be processed

by PDBsum. For these, users are redirected to the

PDBe and RCSB web servers instead.

Related servers
PDBsum forms the core for several other Thornton

Group servers, including the SAS and ArchSchema

servers already mentioned. Two of the others are

essentially subsets of PDBsum. The first is the

Enzyme Structures Database, or EC!PDB, which

classes all enzymes in the PDB according to the

Enzyme Commission (E.C.) hierarchy, allowing one

to browse from the highest E.C. class down to the

list of PDB entries at each of the lowest subclasses.

The E.C. assignments are obtained from SIFTS.41

The second server is DrugPort which identifies all

“drug targets” in the PDB and any drug molecules

that occur as ligands in PDB structures. The drug

targets are as defined by the DrugBank42 database.

Next, the ProFunc server43 takes submitted pro-

tein structures and suggests possible functions for

them. It uses a cocktail of sequence- and structure-

based methods to identify similar proteins at either

a global or local level. The known functions of the

matched proteins may provide clues to the function

of the query, particularly when several different

methods are in agreement. A PDBsum page is

generated for every structure submitted to ProFunc.

Finally, LigSearch predicts small molecule

ligands that might bind to a given protein (submit-

ted as a sequence or structure). It, too, is intimately

linked to PDBsum.

Conclusion
Although now somewhat long in the tooth, and

superseded in many respects by the intensively

developed servers of the RCSB and PDBe, the

PDBsum server still has some useful and unique

features to offer. Perhaps of particular use is the

facility allowing users to submit their own struc-

tures and retrieve a full set of PDBsum analyses,

including full PROCHECK results, interaction plots,

and domain architecture networks. The server is

freely available at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum.
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